Roku Channel Guide

The Vudu app is where Deerfield Library’s collection of digital films and TV shows are available. New films are added each week.

Netflix has a large selection of films and TV shows available including Netflix original content such as House of Cards, and Orange is the New Black.

YouTube is a video sharing website. It has video clips, TV clips, music videos, movie trailers, and educational videos.

Watch clips and full episodes from your favorite PBS shows like Check Please!, American Masters, Downton Abbey, Frontline and Chicago Tonight.

Watch clips and full episodes from your favorite PBS Kids shows like Sesame Street, Thomas & Friends, Caillou, Curious George, Arthur, and Odd Squad.

Watch clips and full episodes of shows from the Smithsonian Channel’s vast library of shows about everything from history, science, nature, culture, music, and space.

Watch a live stream of current news on CBS News as well as clips from shows like 60 Minutes and Face The Nation. Fox News and NBC News provide clips and news stories. Sky News is from the UK and also provides a live news stream as well as news clips and stories.

Weather information for any location including current conditions, forecast, satellite, radar, and weather warnings.

Crackle provides streaming TV and Movies for free. There are no monthly fees or subscriptions.

Remember when MTV played music videos? Watch music videos and live concerts on Vevo.

The Disney Channel has clips from Disney movies, short films, and movie trailers. There are also select episodes of Disney shows as well.

All Fitness has a huge library of exercise and fitness videos. Expert lessons in Yoga, Pilates, Aerobics, and Kickboxing!

All Recipes has cooking videos and recipes. Included are how-to videos as well as a series on regional recipes.

C|NET provides videos of technology reviews. If you’re looking to learn more about technology or want to purchase a new smartphone or computer this is a great place to go.